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Choosing new floor is often an important 
decision. It needs to be convenient for everyday 
use, and it needs to keep a perfect look for a long 
time. 

We believe that the most important thing is 
to choose a kind of floor whose appearance 
suits you and your lifestyle best. The Privilege 
collection is all about appearance.

This luxury parquet floor will create richness 
and warmth of the royal floor in your home, 
comfortable to walk on, durable and with a long 
service life. 

If you are looking for a quality and luxurious floor, 
Privilege is the right choice for you.

Luxury parquet
Oak hardwood floor
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Finest oak wood

We pay attention and know how important it is to preserve the environment 
and nature. By implementing the key elements of the circular economy into our 
processes we have been working hard to study the effects of our production 
on the environment and people at every phase of the lifecycle.

We are firmly and completely dedicated to the environmental responsibility 
throughout all the processes, from purchase and using certified forest 
resources to production and delivering final eco-friendly products to the 
customers.

Massive and two-layer wood floor

Wood is a natural material which lives, 
breathes, and is special and authentic. Its 
exquisite structure and irregularities make 
each board unique. 

A long tradition of wood processing combined 
with the finest wood oak species introduces 
the Privilege parquet collection to us.

The Privilege prefinished parquet made from 
large format boards is among the highest 
quality and most durable on the market. 
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Galloni Oak White
Two-layer wood floor

dimensions:
600x120x15mm

559554002
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Galloni Oak White Two-layer
wood
floor
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Grand Oak Premium
Massive wood floor

dimensions:
350-1800x140x14mm

System packing in random lengths.  The package does 
not have to contain all lengths in the given range.

559553000
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Grand Oak Premium Massive
wood
floor
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Grand Oak Premium White
Massive wood floor

dimensions:
350-2100x140x14mm

System packing in random lengths.  The package does 
not have to contain all lengths in the given range.

559553001
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Grand Oak Premium WhiteGrand Oak Premium White Massive
wood
floor
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Nobile Oak Select
Two-layer wood floor

dimensions:
450-1800x120x15mm

System packing in random lengths.  The package does 
not have to contain all lengths in the given range.

559554000
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le Oak Select Two-layer
wood
floor

Nobi
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Two-layer wood floor

dimensions:
450-1800x120x15mm

System packing in random lengths.  The package does 
not have to contain all lengths in the given range.

559554001

Nobile Oak Select White
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Nobile Oak Select White Two-layer
wood
floor
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Nobile
Oak Select White
559554001
dimensions:
450-1800x120x15mm

Two-layer wood floor

Nobile
Oak Select

dimensions:
450-1800x120x15mm

559554000

Galloni
Oak White

dimensions:
600x120x15mm

559554002

Grand
Oak Premium White

dimensions:
350-2100x140x14mm

559553001

Grand
Oak Premium

dimensions:
350-1800x140x14mm

559553000

Massive wood floor
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